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Liquid-Crystalline Phase Behavior of a Colloidal Rod-Plate Mixture
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The phase behavior of rod-plate mixtures was investigated using model systems containing unam-
biguously rod- and plate-shaped colloids. We find that the theoretically disputed biaxial nematic phase
is unstable with respect to demixing into an isotropic and two uniaxial nematic phases. The phase
behavior at very high densities is exceptionally rich and includes the coexistence of up to four differ-
ent liquid crystalline phases, which stem from the coupling between the employed particle shapes and
polydispersity.

PACS numbers: 82.70.Dd, 64.70.Md
The entropy-driven formation of the uniaxial nematic
phase in suspensions of rodlike or platelike particles has
been established in theory [1] and in simulations [2], as
well as in experiments [3–6] in the course of this century.
The probably even richer liquid crystalline phase behavior
exhibited by mixtures of rodlike and platelike particles, on
the other hand, is currently subject to debate. The central
question here is whether or not there exists a so-called bi-
axial nematic in these mixtures, in which both rods and
plates are orientationally ordered but in mutually perpen-
dicular directions. In earlier theoretical studies this biaxial
phase was found to be stable over a broad range of com-
positions [7–10]. Recent theoretical study [11] and simu-
lations [12] show that, at least in some cases, the biaxial
phase may be unstable with respect to demixing into two
separate uniaxial phases of predominantly rods and plates,
respectively. On the part of experimental evidence, indi-
cations for biaxiality have been reported by Yu and Saupe
[13] for a system containing both cylindrical and lamel-
lar micelles. There is, however, some doubt [10,12] as to
whether their observations are indicative of a biaxial phase
transition or rather relate to a change in shape of the in-
herently “soft” micelles. In principle, model systems of
inorganic colloids give the opportunity to study the phase
behavior of unambiguously rodlike and platelike particles.
In fact, the first experimental evidence for a uniaxial ne-
matic phase was observed already in the 1920s in a sus-
pension of inorganic vanadium pentoxide rods by Zocher
[3]. However, a corresponding hard plate model system,
i.e., consisting of particles with a short range repulsive
interaction which seems crucial for exhibiting the unhin-
dered isotropic to nematic �I-N� phase transition [14,15],
has been lacking until recently. In this study we adopt a
novel model system of platelike colloids which does show
the I-N transition in its unmixed form [6]. Combining
this system with its rodlike analog allows us to investigate
the liquid crystalline phase behavior of a mixture of such
plainly rod- and plate-shaped particles.

The origin of liquid crystal stability in hard rod/plate
mixtures is closely related to the case of the pure com-
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ponents, i.e., for rods and plates separately. Such spon-
taneous alignment in systems of nonattracting anisometric
particles, which may seem counterintuitive at first thought,
was first explained by Onsager [1] in the 1940s. He pointed
out that the unarguable loss of orientational entropy asso-
ciated with particle alignment in a nematic phase may, in
fact, be more than compensated by a gain in packing en-
tropy at higher particle concentrations. For mixtures of
rods and plates, the Onsager theory has been extended by
Stroobants and Lekkerkerker [9], yielding the following
expression for the Helmholtz free energy of the particles:
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Here N � Nr 1 Np is the total number of particles,
with xr � Nr�N the fraction of rods and xp � Np�N the
fraction of plates, and c � N�V is the total number den-
sity. Furthermore, sr and sp reflect the orientational en-
tropy of the rods and disks which are functionals of their
orientational distribution function, while rrrbrr , rrpbrp ,
and rppbpp represent the orientational distribution func-
tion dependent excluded volumes of two rods, a rod and a
plate, and two plates, respectively. From geometrical con-
siderations it follows that these excluded volumes depend
on the relative dimensions of both rods and plates. The
subtle balance among the three entropy terms that appear
in Eq. (1), related to mixing, orientation, and excluded vol-
ume, respectively, has raised a formidable challenge in pre-
dicting the phase behavior of rod/plate mixtures in theory
and by simulations. Stroobants and Lekkerkerker studied
the special case where all three excluded volumes are set
equal. In addition to an isotropic phase and two uniaxial
nematic phases of predominantly rods and plates, respec-
tively, the phase diagram that they obtained does comprise
a biaxial phase. A similar phase diagram was obtained in
other theoretical studies [7,8,10]. The stability of the bi-
axial may, however, be less universal, as first suggested
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by van Roij and Mulder [11] who found demixing of the
biaxial phase into two uniaxial nematic phases. The ori-
gin of the demixing lies in the generally larger excluded
volume of a rod-plate pair as compared to the rod-rod and
plate-plate excluded volume, which counteracts with the
effect of mixing entropy that favors the biaxial phase. As
the excess excluded volume gains importance at higher
concentrations, resulting in the demixing, van Roij and
Mulder showed that the phase diagram contains only a
limited region of biaxial stability. This window of stability
shrinks along with the aspect ratio of the particles, until it
vanishes for aspect ratios smaller than about 9. The role
of orientational entropy is, however, partially neglected
in their study as threefold discretized particle orientations
were assumed. A limited region of biaxial stability was
also found for mixtures of rods and plates with a common
aspect ratio of 15 or 20 in a computer simulation [12].

Experimentally, the present study is based on the
combination of two model systems, one consisting of
rodlike boehmite (AlOOH) colloids and the other of
platelike gibbsite ���Al�OH�3��� colloids. These systems
were prepared by hydrothermal treatment (at 150 ±C and
85 ±C, respectively) of the same acidic aluminum alkoxide
solution. Both systems were subsequently grafted with a
modified polyisobutene (Mw 1000 g�mole) steric stabi-
lizer to provide the particles with approximately hard-core
interactions when dispersed in apolar solvents like in this
case toluene. A more detailed description of the synthesis
of these suspensions can be found in Refs. [16,17] for
boehmite and Refs. [6,18,19] for gibbsite. Characteriza-
tion results for the particles are summarized in Table I.
To study the phase diagram of mixtures of these systems,
weighed amounts of the corresponding stock suspensions
were homogenized in 2-mm cuvettes and left under
thermostatic conditions in order to attain equilibrium. To
establish the nature of the coexisting phases we used a
combination of observation between crossed polarizers
(for liquid crystalline textures), direct observation (for
the degree of scattering and light absorption), and de-
termination of the rod/plate number ratio displayed on
transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of a
particular phase.

TABLE I. Particle characterization results for the rods and
plates used in this study. Particle sizes reflect the dimensions
of the particle core as obtained from transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). In the case of plates, the thickness
was determined on deliberately flocculated samples to allow
for edgewise observation by TEM. The given aspect ratios
refer to the grafted particles, as determined from the ratio of
the length over the thickness of the grafted particles while
taking into account the approximate polymer thickness of
4 nm [20].

Long axis (nm) Short axis (nm) Aspect ratio

Rods 160 �630%� 9 �630%� 10
Plates 200 �625%� 6 �620%� 15
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FIG. 1 (color). Phase separated rod/plate mixtures as observed
between crossed polarizers. Depicted are (a) the �I 1 N1

1 � co-
existence between an isotropic (top phase) and a rodlike ne-
matic (bottom phase), (b) �I 1 N1

1 1 N2
1 � coexistence between

an isotropic (top phase), rodlike nematic (middle phase) and a
platelike nematic (bottom phase), and (c) the �I 1 N2

1 � coexis-
tence. Volume fractions of rods and plates, respectively, range
from (a) �0.10, 0.01�, (b) �0.10, 0.08�, and (c) �0.02, 0.18�.

Up to moderately high particle volume fractions
�ftotal 6 0.3�, phase separation of samples is macro-
scopically complete within 24 hours. Phase separation
yields either an isotropic �I� and a coexisting nematic
phase �N1

1 � of predominantly rods, an isotropic and a
coexisting nematic phase �N2

1 � of predominantly plates, or
a �I 1 N1

1 1 N2
1 � three-phase equilibrium, as depicted

in Fig. 1. TEM micrographs of the three coexisting
phases are shown in Fig. 2, which confirm the rod-
and plate-dominated nature of the N1

1 and N2
1 phases,

respectively. These images also show that pronounced
fractionation with respect to particle size has occurred.
For instance, the average diameter of the plates in the N2

1
phase is approximately 25% larger than in the coexisting
N1

1 phase, while the polydispersity in diameter in the N2
1

phase is reduced to less than 20%. A prominent feature of
the observed phase behavior is the complete absence of a
biaxial phase. Unfortunately, it is not possible to draw a

FIG. 2. TEM micrographs of samples taken from a �I 1
N1

1 1 N2
1 � phase separated rod/plate mixture.
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FIG. 3 (color). Phase separation in highly concentrated rod/
plate mixtures, as observed between crossed polarizers. Men-
tioned in the order of appearance from top to bottom, we iden-
tify the following coexistent phases: (a) I 1 N1

1 1 N2
1 1 N2

2 ,
(b) I 1 N1

1 1 N1
2 1 N2

1 1 N2
2 , and (c) N1

1 1 N1
2 1 N2

1 1
N2

2 . Volume fractions of rods and plates, respectively, range
from (a) �0.06, 0.26�, (b) �0.10, 0.22�, and (c) �0.07, 0.29�.

comparison between our findings and the aforementioned
micellar system showing signs of biaxiality [13], as the
dimensions of the constituent particles of the latter are
both unknown and dependent on the location in the phase
diagram. However, the observed three-phase equilibrium
adds experimental proof to the theoretically proposed
demixing [11].

At very high concentrations �0.3 6 ftotal 6 0.5� the
rod/plate phase behavior becomes notably rich (Figs. 3 and
4). While in principle one would expect the isotropic phase
to vanish if the overall concentration of a �I 1 N1

1 1 N2
1 �

sample is increased, we observe the appearance of two ad-
ditional nematic phases before the isotropic phase even-
tually leaves the scene at very high concentration. With
the observation of up to five coexisting phases, it follows

FIG. 4. The observed phase diagram for the rod/plate mixtures.
Phases are coded as follows: I ���, N1

1 �j�, N2
1 � �, N1

2 ���,
and N2

2 ���. Lines are drawn to be consistent with the phase
equilibria they enclose.
from the phase rule of Gibbs that in this concentration
regime the polydisperse rod/plate mixtures studied can no
longer be considered as a two-colloidal component sys-
tem. Judged from the compositions of the four liquid crys-
talline phases, two of them being explicitly rod-rich and
two explicitly plate-rich as indicated by electron micro-
graphs of the different phases, we denominate the rod-rich
nematics by N1

1 , N1
2 and the plate-rich nematics by N2

1 ,
N2

2 . Although phase separations take up to two weeks
before being macroscopically complete, the positions of
phase boundaries do reach a steady state. Furthermore,
the boundaries are very sharp and phase volumina are both
highly reproducible as well as coherently dependent on the
point in the phase region. These observations suggest that
phase separated samples have, indeed, reached a state of
thermodynamical equilibrium.

In conclusion, we have studied the phase behavior of
the first experimental system consisting of unambiguously
rodlike and platelike particles with approximately hard
core interactions. We find that, for the given particle
dimensions, a biaxial phase is unstable with respect to
demixing into two uniaxial nematic and one isotropic
phase. At high particle concentrations the rod-plate
mixtures show a richness of (liquid crystalline) phases
which seems unequalled by any other colloidal system.
One of the challenges in computer simulations would be
to explore this high density regime, for instance, with
respect to the stability of columnar and smectic phases in
(monodisperse) mixed suspensions.
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